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1: Home | Rain Bird
Compared to conventional sprinkler systems, drip irrigation systems are simple to design, inexpensive, and easy to
install. Traditional high volume, high pressure sprinkler systems require careful planning, extensive trenching, and
special tools and glues.

The other name of this irrigation system is trickle irrigation. What is Sprinkler Irrigation? If you apply
pumping system in which you make use of pipes to distribute water with the help of spray heads which
moisten your whole soil surface, then this system is known as Spray or Sprinkler system. You can use solvable
fertilizers and chemicals. Dripping valves are found. Spray guns and nozzles are involved. It wets only the
root area. It wets some plants by moistening the area of the circle. Checks the diseases that develop due to
water contact. No such issue in the sprinkler system. Efficacy and effectiveness are higher. Evaporation and
runoff are higher. Meant for watering small areas or plants. Suitable for large and flat areas. Favors definite
watering schedule. Involves extensive amount of water. From the above tabular information, you can easily
make out the differences between drip and sprinkler system. Let me make you familiar with the benefits and
shortcomings of both the types of irrigation system so that you can get detailed knowledge of the same. Helps
in refining seed growth. Accustomed to automatic control.
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2: Drip Irrigation Vs Sprinkler: Pros and Cons of Two Systems
Drip irrigation is a low-pressure, low-volume lawn and garden watering system that delivers water to home landscapes in
a variety of methods. Though a drip, spray or stream, a drip irrigation system keeps roots moist, but not soaked, using
less water than other irrigation techniques. You can hide.

However, these system demands proper installation and periodic repair to keep things going. Gilbert Irrigation
is a leading irrigation company that aces in providing installation, repair, replacement and maintenance of
residential and commercial sprinklers and drip systems across Arizona. More Quality Work The fact is that we
choose the best quality products for sprinklers, drip and irrigation systems. Whether you need to replace the
valve or sprinkler head or need to get the timer or other landscaping devices installed, you can rely on our
quality products which are installed with utmost efficiency. With us, you do not get anything that is inferior in
quality or service. Flexible with Timing Your comfort is our top priority and so, our technicians offer services
in hours other than office timings and even weekends. Our flexible approach towards timing is to insure that
clients get adequate service at their convenient time. Whether you are a working professional or stay-home
mom, we make sure that the appointments are met at a time that is ideal for you. When you need quick,
reliable service for residential or commercial irrigation systems, we offer you the best service while
maintaining the time deadline. Cost-effective The best part about Gilbert Irrigation is that we offer customized
service that saves water. With the use of automated irrigation systems, we can make sure that the lawn or
garden gets adequate amount of water without wasting this precious natural resource. Apart from the
automated irrigation systems, we also install and repair your current traditional sprinklers, bubblers, drip
systems and landscape watering systems to reduce water wastage. Along with saving water, you can enjoy
huge savings as our services are totally affordable and pocket friendly to the core. Sprinkler Repair We have
expertise at spotting damages in sprinklers, drips, valves and other parts of irrigation system. With an
experienced team of technicians, we mark the obvious leak areas as well as probable defects and fix them up
within no time. If the faulty valve or hose pipe makes your garden dry and lifeless, we make sure that
everything is repaired while still insuring issues like back-flow prevention. We rule out any possible hassles
by offering end to end repair service and offer maintenance on demand. Irrigation Services We insure that
irrigation system is installed in a manner that the watering happens with correct pressure and other
technicalities. We simplify the complexities of installing and repairing irrigation systems for commercial
buildings with equal finesse as we do for simple residential property. You cannot find an iota of clumsiness in
any of our irrigation services, be it installation, repair or maintenance, as we make sure that apart from the
technicalities, the visible aspect and aesthetics remain classy. Landscaping If you want to create a lively
outdoor with good looking garden, exquisite plants and other design features then we can help you in the
installation of landscape products. If you want lighting, sod installation, artificial pond, misting or drip
systems to create gorgeous outdoors, we are the best technical team that will manage installation, repair and
maintenance for landscape area for you. Starting from the layout to actual installation, our team would manage
the technical aspect of landscaping with absolute finesse. Sprinkler System Installation We offer sprinkler
system installation for residential and commercial places. If you need traditional sprinklers or high-tech,
automated watering systems, we are pro at all kinds of installations for the landscape areas. We can give a new
life to your old sprinkler by refurbishing the existing systems, all within an affordable budget. What We Do 1
Sprinkler Service Provider in Gilbert Our professional technicians possess the expertise to examine each site
and suggest necessary repair or re-installation of faulty areas of the irrigation systems. As client satisfaction is
our top priority, we suggest you the total estimate of the repair and installation service while keeping your
budget in mind. With years of experience into the business, we offer the highest quality of irrigation products
and landscape system tools. We champion the art and science of satisfying the client through our timely
service and insure that the repaired systems stay healthy for a long lasting period. Inquire Now Make an
Appointment Feel free to give us a shout for all kinds of irrigation services, sprinkler repair and landscape
maintenance services!
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3: Drip Irrigation Design Guidelines â€“ Basics of Measurements, Parts, and more
DIG's pipe thread preset pressure regulators reduce and DIG's pipe thread preset pressure regulators reduce and
regulate the incoming pressure of the household's water entering a drip irrigation or micro sprinkler system to the
appropriate operating pressure of 25 PSI.

This is a conservative figure in order to make it work with the majority of pump fed systems. You may be able
to use a larger number of emitters by calculating the actual output of your pump. See the Irrigation Pumping
Systems tutorial for more information about using pumps. Water supplies coming out of a building are also a
problem. The piping in buildings is almost never designed to carry large amounts of water such as is used by
irrigation systems. To be safe I assume you have significant restrictions. Increasing the flow could cause
extreme damage to the plumbing in the building! The total length of the mainline and the lateral together
should not be more than meters feet. So you could have meters of mainline and 20 meters of lateral, for a total
of meters of both. But you should not have 80 meters of mainline and 60 meters of lateral because the total of
both would be more than meters. Remember mainline is the pipe before the control valve, lateral is pipe after
the control valve. Or they may need just a mainline, or just a lateral. For more information see the sections on
mainlines and laterals in the The Basic Parts of a Drip System. Maximum drip tube length. Buried Emitters
Never bury emitters underground unless they are made to be buried. If you bury the emitter roots will grow
into it and clog it. It only takes one gopher or mole, squirrel, etc. Other wildlife and most dogs , will also chew
the tubes. It helps if you provide a water source for them to drink from if possible. A water bowl with an
emitter over it to keep it full sometimes will distract wildlife from the tubes. You may need to train your dog
not to chew the tubes, dogs seem to chew on the tubes for no real reason other than to annoy you. If you want
to hide the tube, dig a shallow trench for it, so that it is just below the level of the surrounding soil. Throw
some mulch or bark over the top to hide the tube, or plant a low spreading plant that will grow over it and hide
it. Feeder, Spaghetti, and Distribution Tubing Avoid using feeder, spaghetti, or distribution tubing if possible.
The PVC pipe is installed underground and a pipe goes to each plant location, so it takes a lot of pipe. Hard
pipe systems can be pretty expensive due. For a detail drawing of this click here. The design of a hard-piped
drip system is essentially the same as shown here, except you would use PVC or larger size poly irrigation
pipe in place of the inexpensive drip tubing. Fittings- Use the correct size! This is really important! There are
many different sizes of drip tubing sold, and the fittings have to be made for the exact size tube you are using!
Sometimes it takes a week or so for the tube to come loose, but if the fitting is even 1mm too large, the tubing
will come off eventually. Never heat the drip tube or use oil on it to make it easier to insert into or onto the
fittings. See the section on drip tube in The Basic Parts of a Drip System for more information on fittings and
tips and tricks for installing fittings. Stake down the Drip Tubes! Stake the drip tubes to the ground once every
meter about 3 feet. This keeps the tubes from wandering. No kidding, they tend to move around by
themselves! Staking them also helps protect them from damage. Wire that rusts holds even better, as the rust
binds the wire to the soil. After a few days they can be almost impossible to remove. They will rust away in a
few years, but by then the tubing has adapted to its position and stays in place pretty well. Standard 12 gauge
wire works well, as does pieces of wire coat-hangers. Buy some coat-hangers at a yard sale or thrift store and
help recycle! Or you can buy metal staples that are made for holding down erosion control blankets, they work
great. Check Valves, Slopes, Hillsides: Install check valves if the drip system is on a hillside of slope to
prevent the water in the tubes from draining out through the lowest emitter each time the system stops
running. Install an air vent at the highest point on each drip valve circuit. If there are multiple high points you
an air vent installed at each one. Air vents should always be used for drip systems on sloped areas. Air vents
are often not installed on small homeowner drip systems without any slopes. If air vents are not used be sure
the emitters at the highest points are not installed where dirt could be sucked into them. For more information
see Drip Systems for Slopes and Hillsides. Flush Valves and End Caps Install a flush valve or end cap at the
end of each drip tube. Automatic flush valves are available, however my personal preference is for manual
flush valves. Patios with Potted Plants and Trellises: I like to staple the tubes to something to keep them in
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place if possible like stapling the tube to a trellis for hanging plants. Use a wire stake to hold the emitter in
place in a pot. I also run it up onto the trellis if there are lots of hanging plants, putting it on the back side out
of view and clamping it to the trellis using standard conduit or pipe clamps. Backflow preventers are always
an issue if you have hanging plants and trellises. This is generally not very practical to do. But in most cases
you need to use a double check, or preferably a reduced pressure type of backflow preventer. Those can be
installed at any elevation a reduced pressure type should be above ground. I recommend a reduced pressure
type. See the backflow preventer page for more detailed information. Beyond these issues, the other basic drip
guidelines in this tutorial all apply to patio and trellis drip systems. If you are using a gravity flow water
source like a rain barrel see the suggestions on the Gravity Flow Drip Systems page. Drip System Sample
Detail Drawings: I have put together a few sample drawings of drip system parts and assemblies that you
might find useful. This is just for those who want to know all the little details. Everyone else can ignore this
information. Here are the assumed pressure losses for the prescriptive drip system design used in these
guidelines:
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4: Drip Irrigation - Dripdepot Irrigation Systems & Supplies
Drip Depot drip irrigation kits are easy to install and maintain. Our kits are perfect for the DIY homeowner or small farm
irrigation project. We have a large assortment of quality irrigation kits for every situation.

Water distribution in subsurface drip irrigation Nursery flowers watered with drip irrigation in Israel
Horticulture drip emitter in a pot Components used in drip irrigation listed in order from water source include:
Pump or pressurized water source Water filter s or filtration systems: Most large drip irrigation systems
employ some type of filter to prevent clogging of the small emitter flow path by small waterborne particles.
New technologies are now being offered that minimize clogging. Some residential systems are installed
without additional filters since potable water is already filtered at the water treatment plant. Virtually all drip
irrigation equipment manufacturers recommend that filters be employed and generally will not honor
warranties unless this is done. Last line filters just before the final delivery pipe are strongly recommended in
addition to any other filtration system due to fine particle settlement and accidental insertion of particles in the
intermediate lines. Drip and subsurface drip irrigation is used almost exclusively when using recycled
municipal wastewater. Regulations typically do not permit spraying water through the air that has not been
fully treated to potable water standards. Because of the way the water is applied in a drip system, traditional
surface applications of timed-release fertilizer are sometimes ineffective, so drip systems often mix liquid
fertilizer with the irrigation water. This is called fertigation ; fertigation and chemigation application of
pesticides and other chemicals to periodically clean out the system, such as chlorine or sulfuric acid use
chemical injectors such as diaphragm pumps , piston pumps , or aspirators. The chemicals may be added
constantly whenever the system is irrigating or at intervals. Properly designed, installed, and managed, drip
irrigation may help achieve water conservation by reducing evaporation and deep drainage when compared to
other types of irrigation such as flood or overhead sprinklers since water can be more precisely applied to the
plant roots. In addition, drip can eliminate many diseases that are spread through water contact with the
foliage. Finally, in regions where water supplies are severely limited, there may be no actual water savings,
but rather simply an increase in production while using the same amount of water as before. In very arid
regions or on sandy soils , the preferred method is to apply the irrigation water as slowly as possible. Pulsed
irrigation is sometimes used to decrease the amount of water delivered to the plant at any one time, thus
reducing runoff or deep percolation. Pulsed systems are typically expensive and require extensive
maintenance. Therefore, the latest efforts by emitter manufacturers are focused on developing new
technologies that deliver irrigation water at ultra-low flow rates, i. Slow and even delivery further improves
water use efficiency without incurring the expense and complexity of pulsed delivery equipment. An emitting
pipe is a type of drip irrigation tubing with emitters pre-installed at the factory with specific distance and flow
per hour as per crop distance. An emitter restricts water flow passage through it, thus creating head loss
required to the extent of atmospheric pressure in order to emit water in the form of droplets. Advantages and
disadvantages[ edit ] This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. November This
section is in a list format that may be better presented using prose. You can help by converting this section to
prose, if appropriate. Editing help is available. November Drip irrigation and spare drip irrigation tubes in
banana farm at Chinawal , India Pot irrigation by On-line drippers Pressure compensated integral dripper on
soilless without growing channels The advantages of drip irrigation are: Fertilizer and nutrient loss is
minimized due to a localized application and reduced leaching. Water application efficiency is high if
managed correctly. Field leveling is not necessary. Fields with irregular shapes are easily accommodated.
Recycled non-potable water can be safely used. Moisture within the root zone can be maintained at field
capacity. Soil type plays a less important role in the frequency of irrigation. Soil erosion is lessened. Water
distribution is highly uniform, controlled by the output of each nozzle. Labour cost is less than other irrigation
methods. Variation in supply can be regulated by regulating the valves and drippers. Fertigation can easily be
included with minimal waste of fertilizers. Foliage remains dry, reducing the risk of disease. Usually operated
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at lower pressure than other types of pressurized irrigation, reducing energy costs. The disadvantages of drip
irrigation are: Initial cost can be more than overhead systems. The sun can affect the tubes used for drip
irrigation, shortening their lifespan. See Polymer degradation ; The risks of degrading plastic affecting the soil
content and food crops. With many types of plastic, when the sun degrades the plastic, causing it to become
brittle, the estrogenic chemicals that is, chemicals replicating female hormones which would cause the plastic
to retain flexibility have been released into the surrounding environment. For subsurface drip the irrigator
cannot see the water that is applied. This may lead to the farmer either applying too much water low efficiency
or an insufficient amount of water, this is particularly common for those with less experience with drip
irrigation. Drip irrigation might be unsatisfactory if herbicides or top dressed fertilizers need sprinkler
irrigation for activation. Drip tape causes extra cleanup costs after harvest. Users need to plan for drip tape
winding, disposal, recycling or reuse. Waste of water, time and harvest, if not installed properly. These
systems require careful study of all the relevant factors like land topography, soil, water, crop and
agro-climatic conditions, and suitability of drip irrigation system and its components. In lighter soils
subsurface drip may be unable to wet the soil surface for germination. Requires careful consideration of the
installation depth. Most drip systems are designed for high efficiency, meaning little or no leaching fraction.
Without sufficient leaching, salts applied with the irrigation water may build up in the root zone, usually at the
edge of the wetting pattern. On the other hand, drip irrigation avoids the high capillary potential of traditional
surface-applied irrigation, which can draw salt deposits up from deposits below. The PVC pipes often suffer
from rodent damage, requiring replacement of the entire tube and increasing expenses. Drip irrigation systems
cannot be used for damage control by night frosts like in the case of sprinkler irrigation systems Drip tape[
edit ] Drip tape is a type of thin-walled dripperline used in drip irrigation. The first drip tape was known as
"Dew Hose". The wall thickness typically ranges from 4 to 25 mils 0. Thicker walled tapes are commonly
used for permanent subsurface drip irrigation and thinner walled tapes for temporary throw-away type systems
in high-value crops. Water exits the tape through emitters or drippers. In some products, the emitters are
manufactured simultaneously with the tape and are actually formed as part of the product itself. In others, the
emitters are manufactured separately and installed at the time of production. Some product is not a tape, but a
thin-walled dripperline, but in popular parlance, both types of products are called tapes. Drip tape is a
recyclable material and can be recycled into viable plastic resins for reuse in the plastics manufacturing
industry. Uses[ edit ] Irrigation dripper Drip irrigation is used in farms , commercial greenhouses , and
residential gardeners. Drip irrigation is adopted extensively in areas of acute water scarcity and especially for
crops and trees such as coconuts , containerized landscape trees, grapes , bananas , ber , eggplant , citrus ,
strawberries , sugarcane , cotton , maize , and tomatoes. Drip irrigation for garden available in drip kits are
increasingly popular for the homeowner and consist of a timer , hose and emitter.
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5: Sprinkler and Drip Repair in Albuquerque - Sunset Sprinklers LLC
The DIG Drip and Micro Sprinkler Kit (model GE) is a complete irrigation kit with all the parts needed to install a drip
irrigation and micro sprayer system from a hose faucet ( pieces including instruction).

But drip irrigation is a water-wise way of making sure each plant gets exactly the amount of water it needs.
Drip systems use flexible tubing connected to individual drippers, or emitters. The emitters are placed at the
root zone of each plant and give a specific amount of water every time the system runs. When to choose a drip
system Drip irrigation systems are usually the best choice for watering a landscaped bed with trees, shrubs and
perennials, because they give you perfect control over how much water each plant gets. You can select
emitters that give a lot of water to plants, or ones that give just a small drink. There are even mini sprayers
available for drip systems which can water sections of the landscape with annual flowers, vegetable seedlings
and other thirsty plants. Why drip irrigation and not a sprinkler system? Sprinkler systems are most commonly
used to water lawns and low groundcovers, because these types of planting can benefit from an even
application of water over the entire area. However, sprinkler systems are less useful for beds with mixed
plantings of shrubs and flowers, for a number of reasons. The stream of water from a sprinkler system runs
into tall garden plants, stopping the spray from reaching the rest of the area and knocking flowering perennials
to the ground. In addition, plants with wet foliage are more susceptible to fungal and bacterial diseases, so
using drip irrigation to apply water directly to the roots promotes a healthier garden. Drip systems are also the
best choice for those looking to conserve water. Sprinkler systems shoot a large quantity of water into the air
over a short period of time. This can lead to water waste through runoff, evaporation, and over-watering areas
of the landscape which could be happy with less. This allows you to be sparing with natives and other
waterwise plants, and give a heavier dose of water only to the plants that need it. A drip system lowers the
maintenance in your landscape. If you have a lot of wild animals or pests in the landscape, sprinklers can
sometimes be a better option, even for garden beds. Rodents and other animals will chew through drip tubing
to get at an easy water source. Sub-surface drip irrigation is an excellent way of saving water in the landscape.
Aesthetic Gradens in Mountain View, CA Using sub-surface drip for lawns Evans recommends using
underground drip for all applications, including lawns. He uses a specially-designed type of irrigation tubing
called Netafim, which has technology in place to prevent roots and soil from clogging emitters. Another
advantage to using underground drip irrigation on lawns is that you can effectively irrigate any shape of lawn,
even tight curves, without overspray. But the many advantages of sub-surface drip make it a compelling
option for waterwise landscapes. In clay soil, the water spreads out from the location of the drip emitter and
covers a wider area, while in sandy soil, the water from the drip emitters sinks almost straight down. This can
affect the variety and placement of emitters. Plant sizes and varieties will also factor into the design of the
system. Large plants such as trees may need two, three or more emitters spaced evenly around the rootball,
while perennial flowers may need only one emitter. Your landscape contractor can guide the process and make
sure each plant gets the water it needs to thrive. The installation process is simple. After planting, your
contractor will lay out the drip irrigation system including tubing and emitters. Never bury your drip irrigation
emitters under the soil. Small roots can grow into emitters and clog them. However, the pros say this is a big
mistake. This can cause emitters to clog and stop working. The following parts are standard in drip irrigation
systems. Your drip irrigation system can share a timer with your sprinkler system, as long as there are enough
stations left over to run the drip system on a separate station or zone from lawn sprinklers. The municipal
water supply is full of small chunks and pieces of grit. A y-strainer is a simple filter which keeps emitters
clean. Drip systems require less water pressure than sprinkler systems. In fact, too much water pressure can
blow emitters off the tubing and cause breaks. Your contractor will likely use a pressure regulator to reduce
water pressure for the drip system. The valve receives electrical signals from the timer which tell it to turn the
water on and off. Each zone will use a separate valve, and the valves are usually housed in a green plastic box
somewhere in the landscape. Half-inch polyethylene tubing is used to bring water throughout the landscape,
while quarter-inch tubing is used to bring water from the main half-inch line to the individual plants. A
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quarter-inch connector establishes a secure, leak-free connection between half-inch tubing and quarter-inch
tubing. Drip irrigation emitters are available in different styles, but they all let out a specific quantity of water.
A professionally-installed drip system is an effective and relatively inexpensive way of saving water and
enjoying a lower-maintenance landscape.
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6: Drip Vs. Spray Irrigation | Home Guides | SF Gate
Mark these on the drip irrigation system plan and draw in the tubing route to connect them. This will involve a little
guesswork. See "Step 6: Drippers, Bubblers, Sprinklers and Sprayers" below for information that will help you choose
the right watering device.

Drip Depot proudly sells products from these quality irrigation manufacturers Do-It-Yourself Tips for Drip
Irrigation As drip irrigation systems become more user-friendly, more individuals are successfully designing
and installing systems themselves and saving the expense of hiring irrigation professionals to accomplish these
tasks. Most systems, in fact, can be installed quickly with no tools necessary other than a standard household
pair of scissors. Weve compiled some tips from installation professionals provided especially for those
weekend warriors to help with the DIY installation process of a standard drip irrigation system. Hot Water for
Tubing: A trick among drip irrigation professionals is to briefly insert the end of a piece of tubing into a cup of
hot water before attempting to connect fittings to the tubing. As a side note, lubricants should never be used on
drip irrigation tubing. Place Tubing in the Sun: Many drip irrigation installation experts place their roll of
tubing in the sun prior to installation, which allows the tubing to warm up and become more flexible.
Punching Holes in Tubing: A little known but valuable tip is to punch holes in your poly tubing when it is
cold, like in the morning before the sun warms the tubing too much. Punching holes in tubing when it is warm
can be a challenge and frustrating. Know your Soil Type: Most drip irrigation installation experts agree that
before installing any drip irrigation system a person should identify what type of soil they have. There are 3
soil types: Clay, Loam and Sand. Clay soils are tightly packed and water does not penetrate quickly into the
soil. Drip emitters with slower drip rates, like. Sandy soil experiences the quickest water penetration rate, so a
drip emitter with a faster flow rate, like 2 gph, would be recommended. Loamy soil falls in between these two
in regards to water penetration rate, so a drip rate of 1 gph would work well. Many drip irrigation installation
professionals note that a common mistake made by first time drip irrigation installers is to over tighten
pressure regulators, backflow preventers and other faucet assembly parts. Over tightening these products can
actually damage the products and cause them to leak. All parts in a drip irrigation system should only be hand
tightened, and teflon tape or glues should not be used. Keep in mind that two different thread types are
commonly used with drip irrigation systems. Hose threads and pipe threads are not compatible, but adapters
are available to make connections between the two when necessary. A great way to manage the water flow in
your drip system is by using shut off valves for the specific size of tubing you are installing. Drip irrigation
professionals use shut off valves in two ways. First, the valve can be installed inline which allows water flow
to be adjusted based on your watering needs. This allows the amount of water to an individual plant to be
adjusted or shut of completely depending on your watering needs. Fixing Holes in your System: Holes in
tubing happen. Fortunately, a tubing coupler can repair holes in poly tubing without having to replace the
whole system. Experts simply cut out the damaged part of the poly tubing and then reconnect the two fresh
ends with the coupler. Click here to see how to use our Perma-loc fittings. Some reusable tubing fitting brands
like Perma Loc have become popular among drip irrigation professionals. These fittings are unique in that
they can be reused an unlimited number of times as opposed to compression or barbed fittings which can only
be used once. Drip systems can change from year to year and reusable fittings allow you the flexibility to do
so easily and economically. Insert Goof Plugs Easily; A well kept secret among drip irrigation installation
professionals is how to install goof plugs easily. Anyone that has tried to insert a small goof plug into micro
tubing will appreciate this tip. Try using a pair of needle nose pliers to grip the opposite end of the goof plug
that you wish to insert into the micro tubing. The added leverage of the pliers will make this task a breeze.
Drip Irrigation experts recognize that in order to reap the maximum benefits from a drip irrigation system a
timer is a must. Timers allow water schedules to be set and carried out without worry day after day. Although
drip systems are efficient without a timer, an addition of a timer will save you more time and more money.
Drip irrigation professionals note that regularly cleaning the filter in a drip system can help keep your system
running at full efficiency. A filter is an important component of any drip system, and keeps debris out of your
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system that could clog the small openings on most drip emitters. Winterizing your Irrigation System:
Winterizing a drip irrigation system is easy. Timers and head assembly components backflow preventers,
filters, pressure regulators need to be removed and stored indoors. Most drip irrigation parts are made of
extremely durable plastic which can withstand freezing temperatures as long as the water is removed from the
system. Drip irrigation experts commonly install a threaded end cap at a low point in the system which allows
the water to be drained out of the system easily.
7: Drip irrigation kits
Control Systems and Sensors Sprinklers and Subsurface Drip Valves Twilightâ„¢ Golf Lighting Products.

8: Drip irrigation - Wikipedia
Hunter Industries is a manufacturer of a full line of irrigation products from controllers, rotors, rotary sprinklers, spray
head sprinklers, nozzles, valves, drip irrigation, micro and more.

9: Drip Irrigation | Rain Bird
Drip Emitters Adjustable Drip Emmiters, Button Drip Emitters, Drip Pets, etc. Drip Emitter Manifolds 4 Outlet, 6 Outlet, 8
& 9 Outlet, 12 Outlet, Emitter Boxes Drip Irrigation Fertilizer Systems Hose Bib and Drip Systems.
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